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Environmental Sustainability Excellence

Koch Industries and Procter & Gamble

Host GEMI's Winter Meeting

On March 5-6, GEMI members Koch Industries and Procter & Gamble co-hosted GEMI's

Winter Meeting in Atlanta, GA. More than 30 members attended the two-day meeting.

 

Ms. Anne Monine, Director Environmental Excellence, Koch

Industries and Mr. Steve Shedroff, Section Head, Beauty

Care, Global Innovation, Health, Safety and Environment,

P&G, provided overviews of their companies, sustainability

challenges they face and how they are working to make the

world more sustainable.

Mr. Chase Crawford, Climate and Research and

Environmental Affairs Group, Southern Company, shared

with attendees how Southern Company is addressing GHG technology and policy activities.  The

meeting also included a Hot Topic Roundtable where attendees shared the most significant issues

member companies are facing today.

The GEMI Supply Chain Sustainability (SCS) Work Group continued their work on the

development of the GEMI SCS Tool. Attendees discussed the second sector area, focusing on hot

spots, attributes and the development of a baseline life cycle inventory. The GEMI Climate

Change & Renewable Energy Network reviewed and gathered feedback on the first GEMI

"Quick Guide" focusing on renewable energy to ensure it is robust enough for the majority of

companies making renewable energy decisions. The GEMI Water Sustainability Work Group

had a guest speaker presentation by Mr. David Reckford of The Nature

Conservancy (TNC) Georgia and director of the Flint River

Basin Partnership.  Mr. Reckford provided an overview of TNC

and shared information about an agricultural water conservation

initiative pioneered in 2004 by the Flint River Soil and Water

Conservation District, USDA's Natural Resources Conservation

Service and The Nature Conservancy to help farmers in the

Lower Flint River Basin of Georgia conserve water. 

The presentations, recordings and meeting summaries may be

found on their respective pages on the members only site of the

GEMI website.

 

 

 

 

 



GEMI Announces Development of A New Type of
Tool -- GEMI "Quick Guides" 

GEMI is pleased to announce a new type of tool development

project for 2014, GEMI "Quick Guides". These new tools will

feature best practices to address real-time issues and topics of

sustainability concepts, with mini case studies from member

companies.  They will be short, quickly-developed tools (approx.

in 3-4 months) that incorporate members' experiences and

support the GEMI mission of "business helping business achieve

environmental sustainability excellence". 

The upcoming Quick Guide topics will include: Renewable

Energy, Preparing for the Next Wave of Change in Environmental

Management (the GEMI MiniMap), Selling Sustainability Internally, and Employee Engagement.

Stay tuned for more information. 

Interested in Learning About GEMI
Membership?

Have you seen the growing interest in ratings and

rankings for environmental sustainability? What is your

company doing to stay relevant as expectations

change? GEMI can help your company find the right

path to this, and many other Sustainability

questions.

Learn more about GEMI here

Eligibility: GEMI Membership is open to any business corporation that is

committed to fostering environmental sustainability and EHS excellence, and

whose PRIMARY focus is on addressing its own challenges or issues in this

area, and not on evaluating the activities of, or providing such consulting

services to, others.

GEMI recently announced a new membership category to expand its relevance to

smaller companies who are looking for an affordable way to connect with critical

concepts in the pursuit of environmental sustainability. It's a perfect time to check it

out and learn how easily you can expand your depth of knowledge in sustainability

issues.

For more information about GEMI, including have access
to our +30 FREE self-assessment environmental

sustainability tools via the GEMI Solution Tool Matrix and

please visit us at www.gemi.org

STAY CONNECTED to GEMI and @GEMInews

        


